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The Haldane Society was foun&d in 1930.
It is an organisation which provides a
forum for tie discussion and analysis of
law and the legal system both nationally
and intemationally, from a socialist
perspective. lt is independent of any
political party. lts membership consists of
indMduals who are lauryers, academics or
students and legal workers, and it also has
trde union and labour movement
affiliates.

Prosl.lenÈ John Platts{vlills QC
lÆce Êsidents: Kader Asmal;
Jack Gastef Têss Gill; Helena Kennedy QC;
Michael Mansfield QC; Dr. PaulO'Higgins;
Michael Seifert; David Tumer€amuels;
ProÉssor Lord Weddeôum QC
Ghaln NickToms
Sacrþtârln Rebekah Wilson
Tleaqster¡ Don Stein
lnternational Seolef ary:
Bill Bowring, tel: 0120ô873723,
ernail: bowring@essex.ac.uk
trerrËerslúp Sêq'etary: JB Loweaux
Executlve Cormrltteer
Adrian Berry; Bill Bowring;
Collette Chesters; Kevin Cobham;
John Hobson; Soraya Lawrence;
Catrin Lewis; JB Louveaux; Neil Mclnnes;
Kate Markus; Nikos Trimiklinistis;
Wendy Pettifer; Maxinp Pieri; Don Stein;
Nick Toms; Mark Weekes; Rebekah Wlson;
Sasha Whitworth; Nick Wrack
Regional Contacts:
I llest Midlands - Brian Nott, Flat 2,
40 Chancery Lane, Moseley, Birmingham
813 gDJ

I Manchester - Neil Usher, Kenworthy
Buildings, 83 Bridge Street, Manchester M3
Haldane Sub-committees;
I Crime - will now meet on the last
Monday of every month at 6.30pm at the
Haldane Offices, 25a Red Lion Square,
Conway Hall, London WCIR 4RL. Tel: 020
72422897
I Employment - meets at the Haldane
Off ce on the third Tuesday of the month.
Contact Bemard Ryan:

B.Ryan@ukc.ac.uk tel: OL227 8233LO
I International - Meets at the Haldane
Office on the second Tuesday of the month.
Contact Nikos Trimikliniotis at the Haldane
Office
I Srudenr - Contact Soraya Lawrence at the
Haldane Oflce
I Housing has been reformed, meeting
every fourth Monday from September
onwards. The Committee is intended to
form a focus for all Haldane members who
are interested in issues in the fields of
Housing and Landlord and Tenant Law.

All those keen to become involved please

contact Adrian Berry:
adrianberry@compuserve.com

i So mrrch for
, Liz Davies reports from the National Executive of the Party
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brought in over the previous eighteen years by the Tories and
condemned by one shadow minister after another remains in
place. Worse, policies that the Tories felt too insecure to intro-
duce are being implemented with a zeal that must make Mrs
Thatcher think her legacy is well protected.

On almost every single issue the Home Secretary Jack Straw
seems determined to prove that he is the equal of l\4ichael
Howard. Just to take a few examples: having spoken out against
the threat to trial by jury proposed by his predecessor, he now
believes this age-old democratic right to be 'eccentric' and sets
about doing away with it. Having promised a Freedom of lnforma-
tion Bill, the proposed legislation amounts to nothing of the sort.
New Labour's approach to immigration and asylum is as devoid
of compassion and as hard-nosed and brutal as the Tories.

As it stands the Freedom of lnformation Bill will not give the
public the right to see reports on issues such as road and rail
safety, dealings with multinational food companies or arms
trading. Unlawful acts by the state will be classified as official
secrets. Surely, the whole point about a Freedom of lnformation
Act is that it allows the public to see, as of right, what the govern-
ment and its agencies are up to. lnstead, Straw insists that minis-
ters should decide how much information should be released to
the public. Even Tory MP Richard Shepherd has condemned the
government's attitude in denying people in the UK the rights that
are available in other countries: 'Why should the citizens of the UK

be treated as lesser citizens than those in Australia, New Zealand,
the United States, Canada or lreland? There is no reason why we
should not have the same rights as those people.' Criticised from
all sides it is hoped that on this issue, if not on others, the govern-
ment may be forced to reconsider.

On Asylum and lmmigration the previous government's policy of
treating those who flee oppresslon, torture and dictatorship as crim-
inals is continued. Straw is even determined to follow Howard to the
High Court where he was regularly found to have acted unlawfully.

t--

Straw has so far been found to have acted unlawfully in allow-
ing the prosecution of asylum seekers who travel with false docu-
ments. The prosecutions, which could lead to prison sentences of
six to nine months, were found to be in breach of the Geneva
Convention relating to the status of refugees. Article 31 states
that asylum seekers should not be penalised for entering a

country illegally. Despite New Labour's proclaimed adherence to
'human rights' Lord Justice Simon Brown pointed out that no one
in the government had given the least thought to its obligations
under the article. 'One cannot help wondering,' he commented,
'whether perhaps the increasing incidence of such prosecutions
is yet another weapon in the battle to deter refugees from ever
seeking asylum in this country.'

This despicable policy was locking up as many as 1,000 asylum
seekers every year. As Amnesty lnternational pointed out: 'Those

attempting to flee persecution are often unable to obtain pass-
ports from their own authorities. This has forced such persons to
resort to the use of forged travel documents and unorthodox
means of travel'. Perhaps we can be forgiven if we expected that
those now in power would have realised this as well.

The previous week the Court of Appeal held that Straw had acted
unlawfully in authorising the removal of asylum seekers to countries
that would send them back to the very country they had fled.
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Undeterred, Straw responded by promising a crackdown on
refugees who travel to Britain on Eurostar. ln a full page article
in the Neyys of the Wotd Straw talked of immisration officers at
Waterloo station being put on 'a state of increased vigilance
against illegal immigrants.'

Unfortunately, New Labour's way of dealing with refugees is
to build more prisons in which to detain them. Every year an
estimated 10,000 immigrants and asylum seekers are
detained, many for months on end without ever having been
convicted of any offence.

Under the government's Asylum Bill those asylum seekers
fortunate enough notto be incarcerated will be forced to survive
on vouchers worlh LL.L7 a day for adults and 11 for children.
Now the government has been forced to admit that the voucher
system will cost more to run than the present system. This
degrading treatment can only be intended to serve one
purpose: to dissuade asylum seekers from seeking refuge in
the UK.

ln similar vein, the proposal to do away with the right to trial
by jury for up to 2O,0OO defendants a year has very little to do
with cost (never a good reason to deny the right to justice) and
much more to do with the belief that too many people are
getting off! More trials in front of magistrates, they reason,
mean more convict¡ons.

Being 'tough on crime' in New Labour terms is no different
from old Tory rhetoric on 'law and order'. lt means locking up
more criminals. When New Labour took over two years ago the
prison population was 60,000. lt now stands at 64,000, a rise
of 64 percent since 1992. The number of people in custody on
remand, i.e. not convicted of an offence, has also increased.
Britain imprisons a higher proportion of the population, alI22
per 100,000, than any other European country. The inevitable
consequence of this, and one that New Labour has eagerly
embraced, is that more prisons have to be built (and run, of
course, bythe private sector). Yet nowhere is there any research
to show that locking up more criminals does anything to prevent
crime. The government's approach is simply a palliative'Íor Daily
Mail readers - and even they will realise sooner or later that the
policy doesn't work.

This draconian approach to regulating crime is reflected in
the now all-pervasive introduction of CCW cameras to watch
our every move, despite research which shows their presence
does nothing to lower the incidence of crime. lVleanwhile, the
police tool up with CS spray and more are provided with

' firearms. ln what amounts to a new form of intimidation and
harassment we see the use of in your face' hand-held video
cameras on the streets of Brixton and elsewhere to record the
activity of 'suspected' criminals, particularly of black youth.
'Human Rights'? Whatever happened to 'Civil Liberties'?

This tendency to authoritarianism isn't only revealed in the
realms of 'law and order'. Most recently the government has
raised the prospect of outlawing the right to strike for groups
like the Fire Service workers. lt seems a perverse approach to
'rights' to outlaw something as fundamental as the right to with-
draw your labour. But, then, it depends on whose rights this
government is ultímately protecting.

The National Policy Forum was set up by Parrnership into
Power, passed at Labour Party conference in 1997. Instead of
constituencies and trade unions being able to put motions directly
to Parry Conference, there is a Party-wide fwo-year consultation
process on specified subjects.

Local constituency parties, trade unions and local policy
forums were asked f.or comments on draft documents (produced
by Millbank, Labour's head office) on health, welfare and crime
and justice. These documents were then debated by the National
Policy Forum, which consists of 77 5 people, elected as
constituency representatives at a regional level, as trade union
delegates, and representatives of government and the Parliamen-
tary Labour Party. The NPF meets in closed session and only
delegates to the NPF can submit amendments to the policy docu-
ments. The NPF then sends the policy docnments to Party
Conference. Amendments to the policy documents can only be
submitted to Party Conference if they have received the support
of 25 percent of the delegates to the NPF, subject to a minimum
threshold of 35 delegates.

The NPF in July was therefore dealing with the culmination
of the rwo-year consultation process for the fi¡st time. Despi.te
the wide consultation process, none of those organisations
consulted could submit amendments. Amendments could only
be submitted by delegates to the NPF, and had to reflect issues
raised in the consultation process.

Readers of Socialist Lautyer will be most interested in the
policy process on crime and justice. The policy document fi¡st
produced by Mi.llbank was a fascinating exercise in New Labour
newspeak. Despite the government's frequent references in public
to 'three strikes and you're outo and other larv'n' order rhetoric
stolen from the Tories, the policy document was carefully
oriented towards the social conscience of Labour Party members.
It stressed action to combat the causes of, crime, and community-
based sentences, Several of the government's cur¡ent policies,
such as the removal of election of C¡own Court trial for either
way offences, were only included in the final draft of the docu-
ment, after it had been out for consultation,

The consultation process showed that Labour Parry members
valued measures to reduce cri.me, and to increase rehabilitation
rates, Many responses to the consultation identified Poverty as

one of the causes of crime, and stressed that prison should be a

"Rather than dealing with the
causes of crime, Boateng

flat in case she was burgled or the
toddler contracted a disease from
used syringes lying around"
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by Liz Davies
Labour ParV
National Executive
Committee
(personal capac¡ty)

last resort, preferring community based sentences. The Society
of Labour Lawyers sent in a detailed paper, defending the avail-
ability of legal aid, and trial by jury. They may be interested to
know that the documents attached to their submission were not
reproduced by Millbank, and so delegates did not get the oppor-
tuniry to ¡ead their detailed arguments.

I submitted amendments on behalf of the Centre-Left Grass-
roots Alliance to the crime and justice policy document. All ou¡
amendments were supported by fourteen delegates and dealt with
issues arising from the consultation. Ve defended the availabil-
ity of legal aid and the right of a defendant to elect trial by jury.
We argued for the serious prosecution of white-collar crime, for
poverty to be recognised as one of the key causes of crime, for
effective action against domestic violence, for the repeal of emer-
gency legislation, against private prisons and against mandatory
sentencing. I also put in an amendment that emerged from

Ashford CLP that wigs and gowns should be abolished.
The trade unions submitted amendments calling for increased

measures to protect workers from assault at work. There were
amendments calling for government action against homophobia,
suggesting that a Royal Commission on drugs could at least be
considered, calling for a modernisation of drink-driving laws,
and for greater protection for children from domestic violence.

On health and welfare, delegates from the Grassroots Alliance
submitted amendments opposing the government's proposals to
means-test incapacity benefit; supporting the restoration of the
link between pensions and earnings and of welfare benefits to
asylum seekers; supporting the retention of housing benefit and
the reinstatement of rent controls, and calling for an increase in
the upper earnings limit on national insurance contributions. On
health, our amendments called for local accountabiliry of repre-
sentatives on NHS trusts and opposition to PFI deals.



Abdulldh Ocalan
'!Øe were hoping that a few of these amendments, which

represented positions held by substantial numbers of Labou¡
Party members, indeed on some issues the majority of Labour
Party members, would receive suffìcient support - 35 votes -
to put them on the agenda for Party conference.

Sadl¡ none of us anticipated New Labour's desperation to
avoid deb¿rte of any sort, even behind closed doors in the
plenary session of the NPF.

On the Friday afternoon, individual delegates proposing
amendments were called in for what were described as "one
to one" meetings with the relevant Ministers. In fact the meet-
ings were more like ten to one. In my case, the Minister
accepted two amendments (after some discussion over the
wording) and agreed that the remainder would be put to the
vote. Many other delegates faced a longer grilling, and
immense pressure to withdraw what were characterised as
"unhelpful" amendments. All the amendments submitted by
trade unions and by those constituency delegates not associ-
ated with the Grassroots Alliance were either withdrawn or
accepted in anodyne form. As a result, the votes on Sunday
were entirely berween the leadership's made-to-order policy
documents and the democratic amendments pushed by the
Grassroots Alliance.

'When it came to the votes on the Sunday morning, we
found that we were not allowed to propose or speak to any of
our amendments. 'We were treated to long speeches by each of
the relevant Ministers - Alistair Darling and Paul Boateng - and
then our amendments were summarily put to the vote.
Boateng's speech was quite a shock - so much so that Priuate
Eye reported, it. Rather than dealing with the causes of crime,
he preferred to outline the case of the single mother living in a
tower block who was afraid to leave her flat in case she was
burgled or the toddler contracted a disease from used syringes
lying around. On the specific issues, he câme up with state-
ments that will have misled a number of delegates. He
announced that legal aid was only being withdrawn for
personal injury cases where the injury was caused by negli-
gence, without letting on that these are the vast majority of
personal injury cases. He claimed that the¡e is no right to trial
by jn.y for the majority of criminal cases, ignoring the relative
seriousness of either way offences. We never got the chance to
answer him - delegates only got to hear one side of the argu-
ment.

Despite the fact that the Grassroois Alliance amendments
clearly reflected views held by a substantial number of Parry
members, none gained the 35 votes required to gain a place on
the agenda for Party Conference. Out of a total of 90 voting
delegates, our highest votes - on legal aid and on trial by ju.y
- was 16. None of the trade unions voted for any of the Grass-
roots Alliance proposals and the process of voting on over 20
amendments took less than 30 minutes. By the end, it was such
a foregone conclusion that the Chair of the session, Ian
McCartneS barely bothered to look up as he announced after
each vote that the numbers voting against were g¡eater than
the numbers voting for.

Behind the scenes, it was clear that deals had been done. All
the trade unions withdrew their various amendrnents on
welfare benefits, some of which had been quite critical of
government polic¡ in support of a composite proposed by the
T & G\ülI calling for a "review" of the welfare state. Dele-
gates who had expressed support for some of the Grassroots
Alliance amendments in the workshops were suddenly voting
against those amendments.

If the NPF met in public, Party members would be horri-
fied as they saw proposals that carry substantial support within
the Parry voted down summarily. Conference will now consist
of a series of set-pieces speeches from Ministers, and the real
concerns of Party members - on pensions, benefits, privatisa-
tion, civil rights - will only be expressed at fringe meeting.
O Liz Davies was recently reclected to Labou/s National Executive
Committee with an increased share of the total vote.

feel as if I am in an abyss... I don't know if I can bear
it much longer," Abdullah Ocalan warned his lawyers
v¡siting lmrali lsland prison at the end of April 1999.
Yet throughout what had been labelled 'the Trial of

the Century,' those in court were raising their eyebrows in
surprise at the PKK leader's candidly ardent professions of love
for the Turkish Republic.

After 105 days in solitary confinement, having been
subjected to intense psychological interrogation throughout, to
some observers of the trial, the pale, greyer man who appeared
before the television cameras now bore the look of a laboratory
animal freshly removed from a terrible experiment. lllegal abduc-
tion, illegal trial. After Ocalan's illegal abduction from Kenya to
Turkey on 15 February 1999, the Turkish authorities had
promised the world a "fair lrial" for their celebrated captive.

At the conclusion of the trial, however, European observers
and human r¡ghts organisations alike pronounced the trial
"unfair" in its part¡culars. ln its special August 1999 report
"Turkey: Death Sentence after Unfair Trial; the Case of Abdullah
Ocalan", Amnesty lnternational carefully detailed all the infringe
ments of international law. From the outset Aþdullah Ocalan had
been judged, condemned and his life pledged to those who were
baying for his blood.

by Shenl-aizcr

ical refugee from Germany - were scarce cause for optimism.
Moreover, the Turkish government had just recently boasted

that it had ordered the construction of nine other cells on lmrali,
similar to Ocalan's in which to hold captive for life the nine most
senior figures in the PKK in conditions where even the 'flight of
a bird' would be prevented. Soon afterwards, a spate of diplo-
mat¡c entreaties were directed at the lranian government
demanding the interception of members of the PKK Presidential
Council, allegedly operating from headquarters within lran's
borders, and their immediate handover for trial, or worse. lf the
horrific torture of Cevat Soysal was anything to go by, the mood
in the 'Democratic Republic' of Turkey was far from one of equi-
table justice.

Lawyers in jeopardy
By the end of the trial and the pronouncement of the death
sentence against Abdullah Ocalan on 29 June 1999, of the
eighty or so Turkish lawyers who had first put themselves
forward to defend Ocalan few remained on the case. The key
players had become so public a focus for Turkish nationalist
wrath that they found themselves more or less in the same boat
as their client. Lynch mobs greeted their every journey to and
from lmrali; the Turkish police simply stood back and allowed
the lawyers to be beaten. Death threats continued in their
homes and workplaces. There were vicious phone-calls, abusive,
violence threatening letters. At the opening day of trial in the
Ankara State Security Court on 30 April 1999, the attacks had
continued with such severity that several lawyers were in need
of medical treatment for injuries sustained in court.

The situation had become so grave that Ahmet Zeki Okcuoglu
- then leader of the defence team - called upon the United States
as Turkey's mentor (and one who had played so instrumental a

role in lVlr. Ocalan's capture) to take the responsibility for the
lawyers' safety upon itself. Neíther the Turkish President nor the
Prime Minister had taken any preventative action. When no
answer was forthcoming from any quarter Okcuoglu resigned.
By so doing, he was also, ironically, to spare himself the spec-
tacle of his client ignoring legal counsel and, instructing his
lawyers to remain silent, taking over his own defence in a
manner which left the court gaping with wonder. By this stage,
those lawyers who still remained on the case were themselves
under investigation for crimes of separatism.

lsolation and speculat¡on
Of course, Abdullah Ocalan had been deprived of contact with

the outside world for some time. ln a small area adjacent to his
cell he would enjoy only one hour of fresh air aday. The rest of
the time was spent alone, shut in, shut off, seen only by his
interrogators and psychologists. For someone used to being in
the driving seat, speaking volumes to silent followers, the court
appearances offered him the last possibility of creating a polit-
ical forum. The world may never know what precisely went on
behind the doors of lmrali up until this time. From the outset,
there had been nothing ordinary about this case. A special
'Crisis Desk' had been set up and was accorded full responsi-
bility for the handlíng of the pre-trial procedures which at once
made it a case unique in Turkish law. When lVr. Ocalan's lawyers
first tried to access the Crisis Desk they were told that nobody
knew where it was. Every possible obstacle was put in the way
of the preparation of the defence.

ln addition, increasingly uncharacteristic statements attrib-
uted to Ocalan were placed in the media to create confusion in

ea

13
Whilst all along it had been the Kurdish Cause on trial as much

as the person of lVr. Ocalan, the inexorable machinery of Kemal-
ism systematically ground all due process of law underfoot in its
determined march towards the pronouncement of a 'guilty' verdict
and the death sentence. There was never any presumption of
Ocalan's innocence until proven guilty, never the right for a

defence to be made of his own free will. lndeed, the degree to
which Abdullah Ocalan has been operating under his own free will
and the extent to which his real thinking is expressed in his state-
ments made from the prison island is debatable. Sophisticated
intell¡gence-gathering techniques, promises of a reprieve from
execution, secret offers by the Turkish state to take concrete
steps on the road towards the democratic resolution of the
Kurdish problem are all possibilities.

However, beyond the walls of lmrali, the mass arrests of
HADEP (People's Democracy Party) members and human rights
advocates, and the issuing of arrest warrants for officials from
the Brussels-based Kurdistan Parliament in Exile, as well as
lVl lT's (Tu rkish I ntel I igence Organisation) i I legal kidnapping from
lVoldova of alleged PKKIHADEP lynch-pin, Cevat Soysal, a polit-
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Corpgrate control compliant Government and
the m s-regulatron of genet¡cal ly-mod ified seeds

b

UK public has said they don't want GM crops to be grown com-
mercially, and now the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
(MAFF) has been found to have broken its own regulations in ways
which speeded-up the commercialisation of GlVl crops - twice!

The first instance came last summer. Guy Watson, an organic
farmer in Devon, discovered GM maize being grown right next to
his farm and threatening his organic status. He sought the sup-
port of Friends of the Earth, the Soil Association and others ln
seeking a judicial review. Although no order was made to pull up
the GIV crop - that had to be left to direct action - the Court of
Appeal found that IVAFF's Plant Variety and Seeds Office (pVSO)
had acted unlawfully under the Seeds (National Lists of Varieties)
Regulations 1-982 (R v, DETR and MAFE ex parte Watson)

The second instance came on 31 tVlarch this year, after an
unprecedented judicial review was sought by 3 cross-party Mps
Norman Baker (Lib Dem), John Randall (Tory) and Alan Simpson
(Labour) .and Friends of the Earth. Papers were lodged with the
Crown Office in the morning, arguing that the pVSO's decision
to accelerate the commercialisation of GM crops, was illegal. By
the end of the afternoon, IVAFF had concededl

Roderick
of Friends of the Earlh
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the general public and for the Kurds alike. Despite the confu_
sion and uncertainties, Ocalan's defence team succeeded in

his desperate attempts to press for a solution of the Kurdish
Question, a number of politicians, human rights organisations
and law fora had begun to press for an internationai hearing of
the Ocalan vs. Turkey case as well as for a conference on the
Kurdish Problem.

While the European Court of Human Rights had long since
presented a general finding agalnst Turkey over its inclusion of
military personnel among the three judges who presided over
the State Security Courts (DGM), and Amnesty lnternational had
published strong reservations concerning the competence,
impartiality and independence of the DGMs, by the opening of
Ocalan's tr¡al the Turkish government had withdrawn the mil¡-
tary judge to head off criticism and replaced him with a civil
figure, immediately pronounc¡ng the trial procedures ,fair'. At
the same time, they warned that Turkey would tolerate no foreign
interference in the workings of its justice system.

A political about.turn
Although Abdullah Ocalan merited the designation of political
prisoner, the state saw fit to try him as a common criminal. From
the beginning, his lawyers had held frank discussions with him
about the prosecution's efforts to see the death penalty handed
down, and that elements in government were certainly deter-
mined to see elieve that, just
as in the peri re from Kenya,
the sole hope ability to gener_
ate initiatives political merits
of the Kurdísh case. ln court, he offered to work as a tool for
peace and for the establishment of a ,Democratic Republic'.

This same political argument formed the basis of his formal
defence and, after the handing down of the death penalty on
July, encouraged him to make further offers to the government
to bring about an end to violence, and propose the withdraw of
the PKK's fighters from Turkey. For so long as Turkey and its
allies had managed to criminalise him, the underlying political
facts had been conveniently obscured. Now, in the aftérmath of
the Kosovo Crisis, the Ocalan trial had begun to turn the tables.
Where before his hearing the press had been ablaze with head-
lines reviling Ocalan as a 'baby killer', or as the author of the
deaths of some 30,000 people, Ocalan had now effected such
an about-turn that it was those who most profited from the war
who would be exposed as the real criminals.

With the proferred cessation of pKK attacks (the armed wing

of the party, the ARGK, reserved the right to respond to any
hostilities in self-defence) the real provocateurs would emerge.
It was not the Kurds who wanted war, stressed Ocalan: peaìe
was as vital to the Kurdish and Turkish people as bread and
water. At an earlier stage of the proc r,
Ms. Eren Keskin, had similarly comm l-
ity for the 30,000 dead in a press a
person who knows otherwise, I ask who kilted Musa Anter, Vedat
Aydin, Medet Serhat, Faik Candan and some 7O,OOO others tike
them who lost their lives in contra-guerrilla murders? Who was
it wh ft who raped
l¡ttle
of th i:#:,'iii,
case so that I could ask these very questions. I am sure that all
my colleagues also did the same with the same feelings..."

The Framewod< of the Gonflict
The Kurdish problem in Turkey did not begin with the pKK or
Abdullah Ocalan. lt began the moment the Turkish Republic
expressed its raison d'être in terms of a unitary constitution
which denied the existence of any people but the Turkish people.
For seventy-five years thereafter, repressive articles in the
Turkish Penal Code covering in particular, Freedom of Expres_
sion and Freedom of Political Association, were to be employed
by the state to fight the Kurds through ,the law' while the mili_
tary hit them on the ground. Any statement which called for a
settlement of the Kurdish problem was equated with ,inciting
racial hatred, disseminating racist propaganda and advocating
'separatism'- even treason. Today, neither the Kurdisñ
language, nor the Kurds const¡tutionally exist. The brillíant lives
of Turkey's most sincere democrats are still being wasted in
Turkish prisons.

Since the capture of Abdullah Ocalan, Turkey has become
polarised into two camps; the political situation has grown more
tense as the chasm between two warring nationalisms has
yawned wider ism,
ments of nati ther,
subsumed be rism
tion in Turkey publi

breaking of his mind and spirit, nor by the
The atrocities suffered en masse by the
r the past 75 years can only begin to be
a negotiated political settlement.

The Kurdish Problem cannot be swept under the table either

responsibility. I
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"ln the US, 4ú/o of soya, W/o
of cotton and 15o/o of maize is
now GM, and increasing. The
revolution has occuned there
silently and with little public
opposition. ln part this is due
to the close rclationship
between the US administration
and the biotechnologry industry.
But they have, deliciously,
been shocked by widespread
European opposition, of wlrich
the UK is h¡t the latest'
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¡ The non.statutory scheme
ln February 1999, MAFF announced that it was revising its 2+
year old "non-statutory provisional seed 'certification' scheme"
to encompass GM seeds. Although I have been advising Friends
of the Earth for over a year on GMO and seed law, I had never
heard of this scherhe. But with the Court of Appeal's judgment
in Watsonvery much in mind, I decided to explore this already-fer-
tile ground a bit further.

What we found was a PVSO, assiduously facilitating GM com-
mercialisation from its inconspicuous office down a side road in
a Cambridge suburb, but out of legal control yet again - and this
time, going behind Parliament's back.

The law
Basically, a seed (GM and non-GM) can only be marketed if its
variety has first been listed, and thereafter each seed lot has
been certified. Before varieties are listed, they must undergo at
least two years of tests and trials (establishing distinctiveness,
uniformity, stability and (for agricultural crops) a "clear improve
ment" for agriculture).

GM seed legislation
Before GM seeds can be marketed:
(a) they must have a GMO marketing consent under Part Vl of
the Environmental Protection Act 1990, regulations made there-
under and EU Directive 9O/22O;
(b) their variety must have been listed under the Seeds (National
Lists of Varieties) Regulations 1982, implementing EU Directives
70/457 and 7O/458; and, once the variety has been listed,
(c) each seed lot must be certified under various certification
regulat¡ons, implementing EU Directives 66/400, 66/4O1,
66/4O2, 66/4O3, 69/2O8 and 7O/458 concerning the market-
ing, respectively, of beet seed, fodder plant seed, cereal seed,
seed potatoes, oil and fibre plant seed and vegetable seed.

Only after that, once the identity of the variety is clear, can
seeds be certified as meeting prescribed purity and health stan-
dards. And it takes up to another four years building up the stocks
of seeds, growing them year-on-year, for the seed finally to be pre

duced in sufficient quantities for human and animal consumption
- socalled "Certified Seed".

MAFPs complicity
The seed companies don't like to hang around going through all
these hurdles, and want to get their wares to market as soon as
they can get away with it. So, because the consecutive require-
ments described above strung things out too long for them, back
in 1975 MAFF officials introduced their very own non-statutory
provisional "certification" scheme in order to make these require
ments, in part, concurrent.

This had the effect of allowing Certified Seed status to be
granted immediately upon listing of the variety - so that the indus-
try could hit the market running and not have to wait, as the law
requires, another three or four years before that status would be
reached. As MAFF said in 1975, "these arrangements are
designed to facilitate the production of seed of new varieties
under the control of breeders or maintainers so that they may
readily commercialize new varieties as soon as they have been
named on the UK National List". And so merrily they went on their
way, even charging fees for issuing non-statutory "certificates",
and amending the scheme from time to time when it seemed
like a good idea.

Relevance to GMOs
Nervously in the weeks after the Court of Appeal in l,latson, when
their approach had been slammed by the Court variously as
"remarkable", "regrettable" and "impermissible", the PVSO
moved in effect to exclude GM seeds from the non-statutory
scheme. But then in February 1999, at the very time that public
concern and debate was hitting the headlines, they revised the
scheme, specifically to encompass GM seeds.

Avoiding Parliam'ent
One of the key features of the GM debate so far has been the
intransigence of the Government, siding with the b¡otechnolos/
companies in the face of overwhelming public opposition and
scepticism. Tony Blair was personally caught on the hop, and

dug in. But there is a lack of unanimity within Government, and
back-benchers are sceptical - the very people who should have
had oversight of any amendment to the certification regulations,
and the very people who could have been expected to be partic-
ularly alert to any attempt to speed up commercialisation of GM
seeds. Hence the interest of Messrs Baker, Randall and
Simpson.

It was heartening that cross-party support for the judicial
review was forthcoming, and particularly for a Labour MP to be
willing to take a Labour Government to court when he saw the
executive stealing a march on the legislature. Alas, personal posi-
tion and preferment seem to be stronger driving forces for the
majority of his peers.

MAFF has said that it w¡ll legislate to put the matter right, but
they are restricted by EU law as to what they can do. So we will
monitor carefully their proposals and not hesitate to go back to
court if we think they're still behaving unlawfully.

Where now for GMOs?
The latest Government response has been to allow commercially-
driven "farm-scale plantings" of GM crops to proceed this spring
in Wiltshire, Oxfordshire and Lincolnshire. "Environmental stud-
ies" have been tagged-on to the end of these and future planti-
ngs, costing the taxpayer over l3m. But Cabinet Office minutes
leaked to Friends of the Earth reveal that they are not scientifi-
cally sound. These plantings will allow the industry to build up
its stocks of GM seeds (oilseed rape, maize and sugar beet),
ready for commercialisation.

Meanwhile in the US, 40% of soya, 30% of cotton and 15% of
maize is now GM, and increasing. The revolution has occurred
there silently and with little public opposition. ln part this is due
to the close relationship between the US administration and the
biotechnolory industry. But they have, deliciously, been shocked
by widespread European opposition, of which the UK is but the
latest.

The future of GM crops and food now hinges on international
trade interests on the one hand, and consumer choice on the
other. ln February, the US led the opposition which resulted in the

failure of over 140 countries in Columbia to agree a Biosafety
Protocol controlling GMO trade. ln November, the issue will rear
its head again at the WTO Seattle meeting, close on the heels
ofthe banana and beefwars.

Listen, Mr Blair!
Meanwhile, judging the UK Government by its actions, rather than
its words, I can't avoid the conclusion that it doesn't want to lis-
ten. Rather, its stratery is to batten down the hatches, ride the
storm and cross its fingers that it'll be able to hood-wink the
public - or, in the words of a DTI Report, "[t]here must also be
opportunities created for repeated presentation of certain mes-
sages in an attractive format in order to maintain the public's
attention and allow for a gradual assimilation of knowledge"
("R&D Surveillance Report 361, Development of a strategy to
promote the public's understanding of biotechnology", pub-
lished in December 1998).

And the Report thinks that those messages "should be con-
ceptualised as not tampering or interfering with nature, but sim-
ply as adapting existing natural processes under controlled con-
ditions, to create stronger, higher yield and disease-resistant agri-
cultural produce, in turn giving rise to more nutritious, safer food
for consumers".

But the marvellous news is that the public isn't listening.
Sixty environmental, developmental, social, consumer, com-
mercial and public organisations have called for a 5-year freeze
on commercialisation. We know that ministerial claims that a
freeze would, contrary to Counsel's advice, be prevented under
EU and WTO law is a smokescreen for Blair's promises to
Clinton not to rock the boat on biotechnology. And now all the
major supermarkets have pledged to go GM-free for their own
prôducts. So much for "more nutritious, safer food for con-
sumers" - we don't want them.

So, come on Mr Blair, admit that you've lost the plot on this
one, and show that your infatuation with "modernity", big busi-
ness and the Labour Party's acceptance of bitoech company
money, aren't the real reasons why you cannot hear what the
British people are saying. I
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London
bombings
Out of the g
comes res
by John Simon Hobson

W.',,l¡{** :iilittiiit*
othcrs horrificalll. injulecl irt lìr'irton, llricl< Leuc ¡ncl S<>ho.

WhrÌtc\¡er ouc's thouqhts aboUt the lxccise tìrìtUrc of thc
scam of prcjurlicc in u,hich these ¿rcts wcrc' ro()te(l, thele werc
nevelthcless clcnrents of ho¡rc to be ircknolvlcclgecl in tbt f¡cc
of such shockiug cìvents. The bt¡l-nb rrttrtck on thc AdrrirLtl
I)unc:ur ptrb, ftu crarnple, le cl to ¡ rìe ¡l'-sp()rìtrìrìeous stteet
cleurotrstrrrtion thrrt followcd t¡n from l)rivilte ancl thcn collcc-
tive cxpressions t¡f srief. The pr'otest joinccl those allc'ad1,
mar:ching fr<¡rn l}'irton, ,rnd in solidaritl, with lirick Lanc.
This public erprcssion on the stleets of ccntr'rtl I-onclon
rcflectcd the clivelsity of thc city itself with contrilrutions frorn
nrarnl,gloupings, incltrcling the rrctivist lcfi, arguably ¿rt its best
wlren it strrncls une c¡uivocirlll, irncl in solicl¿rrity in such circum-
stlut ccs.

Àt thc r-c-opcring of thc Aclnrilrrl l)unc;rn, Olcl (ìorrrptor-r

Street t¡n Flid¡v 2 f uly, acloptccl svnrbt,ls olthc giry rrncl lcsLri¿rn

coururur.rity r,r,crc vlsiblc rrlongsidc'thc b,rnncrs r¡[ trrrc]c union-
ists fr<¡nr r,r,ithin rrncl rvithr¡ut thiìt s¿ìr'nc communit\'. Thc rrL'crr

itscli rvrrs rluitc sinrply jrrnrnrc'cl rvitl-r pco¡rlc sceking to lcclrrinr
thc strcc't irncl pub, Tllc croivcl fe llsjlc'nt rrt 6..17 pnt rts thc bcll
of St Arrrtc's church in Soho lirng out thlce tinrc's. 

-I-hcv 
lcurL'nì-

bcrccl A¡cllea l)1'l<e s, f ohn Light rrncl Ni]t \{oort' rr,,ho u,cre
killccl ninc rvccl<s carlier, rrs n,ell rrs thosc so ¡rcrsonirlly rrficctccl
hV irrjril l' ()t lr( t('iì\'(nìr.llt.

Ncvcr to iorsct such evcrìts is irìtP()t't¿ìnt rn thc 1.r,,c.'ss oI
l)uilrlinq thc iuturt'. ì3¡, rc¡rcnrþerius, lìc\\¡ lrrycrs n¡c1 gc.rìcrir-
tions rvill bcconrc infonnccl oI thc strugglc ¿urcl cost irrvolvccl
ìrr rhe ¡rrogr:css th¡t h¡s inclcccl bccrr nr,rclc iurcl lc¡rr rhrrr
ctclLr:rl vigilrurcc hrrs [rcc:r, rr¡rti u,ill rcnr¿rin tlrc Plicc oi
ileccl o nr .

O The April Bonrbrngs Appeal, which seeks to aicl those
affected by the bombing of Brixton, Brick Lane and Soho,
can be contacted on 0171 5397777
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lllack and wbitc,
{tt}t tlnd sfrdiKb¡,
unitcd fu Soho

What future for ant¡-terrcrism laut ?
Fhe recentexolos

I reminder of ihe
I with depressing
I years up to the

though these tragedies were a perpetual price that had to be paid
for the failure to resolve the polit¡cal and sectarian divisions in
Northern lreland.

Now various initiatives in that Province have sharply reduced
the threat from it of subversive violence, and there is the prospect
of a stable peace ifthe current process produces the institutions
which the Good Friday Agreement envisaged. lt would be disas-
trous if the recent bombs in London, aimed at members of the
ethnic and gay communities, were to be made the excuse for not
only the retention but even the expansion of the United Kingdom's
anti-terrorism laws. There is clear evidence, however, that this is
the Government's intention.

Just before Christmas last year, a consultation paper was
issued on the future of the prevention of terrorism legislation. lt
might be thought that in the event of there being a stable peace in
Northern lreland, no need for such legislation arises at all. After all
it was only introduced in 1-974 after horrifìc levels of |RA-orches-
trated violence in Britain and even then was declared to be a
temporary measure.

Since 1974 however, the Act has become deeply enmeshed in
our laws, being re€nacted and expanded on numerous occasions,
added to in other legislation and broadened to include "interna-
tional terrorism" in 1984. This latter change was followed by an
addition to the remit of the security service (Ml5) to include "the
protection of national security and, in particular, its protection
against threats from ... terrorism ...".

"lnternational terrorism" is a fairly amorphous concept at the
best of times, and it would be hard to justiry the entire corpus of
anti-terrorism law being deployed against such a vague and contre
versial chimera, itself largely a throwback to the Cold War rhetoric
of the Thatcher-Reagan era. The solution the Government's
consultation paper comes up with is to turn the anti-terrorism laws
against domestic political groups. The main domestic bodies to
which reference is made are the environmental and animal rights

by Gonor Gearty
King'sGollege London

The Haldane Society is forming a
Wod<ing Party on the proposed
Governinent legislation on terrorism. The
idea is to scrutinise and criticise the
proposals with a view to forming a coalition
to campaign for the prcservat¡on and
extension of civil liberties in this field
lf you, or the group you work for, are
interested in participating in this work,
please get in touch by writing to the
Haldane Office (see inside front cover for
address), or by emailing us at
haldaneec@hotmail.com Please mark letters
or emails for the attention of the Givil
Liberties Wod<ing Pafi'.

lf the Government gets its way, a whole range of radical politi-
cal and industrial conduct would be susceptible to be classified
in the official mind as potent¡ally "terrorist". The effect of this
would not be to criminalise such behaviour, but rather to unlock
a series of administrative powers that could then be deployed
against such activists.

Special powers of arrest, detention, stop and search would
become available. Access to a lawyer during interrogation could
be denied for a longer than usual period. Fingerprints could be
taken and the data retained whether or not charges were brought.
Legislation designed to attack the financial operations of the IRA
could be wheeled into action against targeted environmental or
other activist groups whose threatened disruption reached the
required level of seriousness in the official mind,

It is perfectly understandable that in the aftermath of the
London bombs the various groups most directly affected by these
acts should have felt the need for a strong legislative response.
But the reality ¡s that the blowing up of public houses and street
markets is already criminal and can be dealt w¡th without resort
to special powers.

It is opportunistic of those who want new anti-terrorism powers
for the police and MlS to use these bombs as a device with which
to excite a public clamour for such legislation. lf enacted, there will
be no exemption from their reach for Black activist groups of the
sort formed in the aftermath of the Lawrence inquiry or for the kind
of organised direct action with which certain anti-discrimination
campaigners has become identified over the years.

The Government has recently promised that the Human Rights
Act will be brought into force in October 2000. The European
Convention on Human Rights which this Act incorporates has as
its core ideal a pluralist society in which different political opin-
ions can be formed and acted upon within a shared framework of
an equal system of laws. Already, in a recent case before the Lord
Chief Justice, parts of the anti-terrorism legislative edifice have
been shown up as infringing the basic procedural rights to be
found in thig document. When Labour are in power, it should surely
not have to fall to the courts to defend our civil liberties from exec-
utive excess. I

protesters, though there is some talk as well of Scottish and
Welsh nationalist extremists. The levels of violence are admitted
to be extremely low but there are anxieties expressed about possi-
ble future attacks. (lronically there is no reference at all to racist
and anti-gay attacks or killings, which many would feel are the
clearest example of politically motivated criminal violence which
currently takes place in Britain.)

The Consultation Paper is not content merely to w¡den the remit
of the anti-terrorism law, it also wants to add to its breadth. A new
definition of terrorism is suggested: "the use of serious violence
against persons or property, or the threat to use such violence, to
intimidate or coerce a government, the public, or any section of
the public for political, religious or ideological ends".

This may be thought to be wide enough but the Government
goes on to say that the "term serious violence would need to be
defined so that it included serious disruption, for instance result-
ing from attacks on computer installations or public utilities ...".

The right to protest
The idea of punishing as "terrorism" non-violent serious disruption
has stark implications for civil liberties and the right to protest.
The Government notes that "[v]iolence that can be described as
'politically motivated' may arise in the context of demonstrations
and industrial disputes" though it promises that it "has no inten-
tion of suggesting that matters that can properly be dealt with
under normal public order powers should in future be dealt with
under counter-terrorist legislation." This is of course true but the
whole point of the new law would be to add to, not duplicate State
power.
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minable - Immigration and Asylum, Freedom of Information,
Access to Justice, Disability, selection in Education, but none so
obvious and central than the threat to trial by jury.

When Michael Howard proposed to remove the right to trial
by jury for 20,000 people a year facing criminal charges there
was outrageous indignation from the opposition Labour
spokespersons. Then, Jack Straw said the plan was "unfair, short-
sighted and likely to prove ineffective." The then Shadow
Attorney-General, John Morris, proclaimed that "the right to jury
must be kept - it is cardinal." Now, Jack Straw proudly proclaims
that he has "changed his mind on this". The Attorney General has
remained a shadow on this!

'lVhen Tony and Cherie Blair went to Beijing last year, one thing
they were anxious to promote was the way a jury provides an
excellent and effective opportunity for ordinary people to partici-
pate in the administration of justice, introducing a democratic
element lacking in many other jurisdictions. They even laid on a

mock British trial with British lawyers and a Chinese jury. It seems
that trial by jury is good enough to recommend to the Chinese
but not so good that it should be ¡etained at home.

Government spokespeople have a knack of putting the changes
forward as some small administrative rweâking of the system, to
tidy it up, tighten up loopholes, save money and prevent manipu-
lation by the unscrupulous. The backdrop, however, has been a
steady erosion of jury trial throughout this century such that 90
per cent of crime is presently tried without a jury in the magis-
trates courts. One method used to achieve this has been a peri-
odic redefinition of categories of crime to enlarge the numbers
triable only by magistrates as summary offences. This is the
method to be adopted again.

How is the change to be implemented in practice? If the mag-

by Michael Mansfield AG

istrate is now to exercise the choice on behalf of a defendant, how
does the magistrate determine which defendants deserve to bene-
fit from the right to jury trial? Take two identical charges involv-
ing dishonesry and the same value of properry. Is it being said that
if you have previous convictions you forfeit the chance? Or is it a
failure to speak in interview? Or is it because the magistrate takes
the view that it is an overwhelming case against the defendant and
that a plea ofguiþ should be enteredl

And a refusal to grant trial by jury will see rhât decision
appealed to the Crown Court. The trial will be delayed while the
appeal is heard and more legal costs incurred.

Research repeatedly shows clearly that ordinary people prefer
their community, and not those appointed by the state, to carry
out the job of deciding what happened and what you intended
where there is a dispute in a criminal case.
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performed their task conscientiousl¡ often to the chagrin of the
authorities.

This is most clear and poignant in those political cases where
juries returned conscientious decisions, reminding us of an eârlier
century when Quakers William Penn and'William Meade were
tried at the Old Bailey for conspiratorial gathering.

The jury was bullied and threatened, locked up without "meat,
drink, fire and tobacco" and told by the Recorder "we shall have
a verdict or you shall starve for it". When after th¡ee nights they
acquitted Villiam Penn, they were fined and imprisoned until the
fines were paid. Four refused to pay and remained in prison.

It is this democratic resistance that poses the greatest threat, not
the d¡ain on the public purse.

Democracy
It is ironic that, as public faith in the integrity and efficacy of the
Criminal Justice system is severely shaken, public participation in
that system should be limited or removed. It is the most democ-
ratic form of justice in the world, a protection against the use of
overbearing and arbitrary power by goverrunents.

Jack Straw would do well to bear in mind the words of Lord
Devlin: " What makes juries worthwhile is that they see things dif-
ferently from judges..." And EP Thompson once wrote that the
English common law rests upon a bargain between the law and
the people. " the jury box is where the people come into court
... A j".y is the place where the bargain is struck. A jury attends
in judgrnent not only upon the accused, but also upon the iustice
and humanity of the law."

The jury debate cannot be a marketJed argument - economies
of scale or supermarket justice - because magistrates courts are
already overloaded and understaffed. So many extra cases would
require a bigger building programme, more magistrates, longer
waiting times and increased costs.

No doubt this Government , with the majority it has, will not
feel the need to consult with the public which elected it. Such con-
sultation as has taken place was short and narrowly based. The
results are yet to be published. None of this bodes well for a gov-
ernment that so readily embraced the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the European Convention on Human Rights,
now incorporated into the Human Rights Act. The centrepiece of
the Convention is the right to a fai¡ trial.

The simple t¡uth is that we still have a government that despite
all its high-sounding words speaks in one direction and looks in the
other, a government willing to incorporate rights into law, yet one
that still frustrates every attempt to implement them effectively.

No doubt this Government's next target will be the presump-
tion of innocence itself, on the basis that it would be quicker and
cheaper to presume guilt and pass straight to summary execution. I

"The shared hidden agenda is not
cost, nor efficiency, although those
are the ideas meant for public
consumption. What matters more is
the ovenruhelming belief that
ordinary people, given the chance,
acquit too many of those on trial.
Historically, juries have performed
their task conscientiously, often to
the chagrin of the authorities"
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l-! y the time of the Lords'
H,second decision. on 24
fJMarch 1999, afiirming
the old ex-dictator's liability to
extradition but on dramatically
reduced charges, the sense of
drama attending the first deci-
sion had seeped away. The
response, on both sides, was
muted in comparison with the
joy and rage of last November.

The permanent picket of the
relatives of the disappeared
outside the House of Lords
cheered briefly for the cameras
but half-heartedly. Pinochet's
supporters, long gone from their
allotted protest spot on St
Margaret's Green, claimed
'victory' on the basis that the
Lords all heavily hinted to Jack
Straw that this time he really
should send the old man home;
his lawyers rushed straight to
the High Court to try to force
Straw's hand.

Straw, man of principle to
the last on issues of law and
order (as opposed, that is, to the
treatment of asylum-seekers)
courageously stuck to his earlier
decision in the face of m<¡re or
less strident calls, pleas and
demands from the Pope, the
Dhalai Lama and lesser mortals
(doubtless with their own posi-
tions to consider) such as Lady
Thatcher, George Bush and
Henry Kissinger.

The second hearing, held
after a specially convened panel
of Law Lords headed by Lord

Browne-\Øilkinson set aside the
first judgment for bias after
Lord Hoffmann's failure to
declare his links with Amnesty
International, took twelve days,
from 18 Jantary to 4 February.
The seven-strong panel, headed
by Browne-'!lilkinson, heard
oral argument from the Repub-
lic of Chile and (as before) from
Amnesty International as well
as from the CPS (representing
the Kingdom of Spain),
Pinochet's team and the amicus,
and read submissions from
Human Rights !(/atch.

The hearing took a very
different shape, which was
reflected in the final result. At
the first hearing, argument
focussed on the certified ques-

tion of 'the proper interpreta-
tion and scope of the immunity
enjoyed by a former Head of
State from arrest and extradi-
tion proceedings in the UK in
respect of acts committed when
he was 'Head of State'. The
State Immunity Act 1,978, the
Diplomatic Privileges Act 1964
(under which a former head of
state's immunities were equated
to those of a former diplomat),
and the Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations, A¡ticle 39
of which retained immunity for
former diplomats for acts
performed 'in the exercise of
their functions', were analysed
and dissected.

Customary international law
on immunity was confronted

Amidst speculation that Chile and Spain may come
to some agreement whereby Pinochet would not
stand trial in Spain, Amnesty lnternational has called
for Pinochet to be tried here, Frances Webber
looks at the House of Lords decision that said
Pinochet should be extradited

'We should be encouraging trial by jury and building a system
in which it plays the central part in all criminal justice. Instead
Straw's proposal will affect about 20,000 cases a year - a third of
all those heard at the crown courts: offences of dishonesry drugs,
offensive weapons and dangerous driving. AII of these may involve
significant issues of dispute and the risk of serious repercussions
for the convicted . There is a significant difference berween acquit-
tal rates in the crown court (57 per cent) and those in the magis-
trates courts (37 per cent),

Basic freedoms attacked
Measures which undermine basic freedoms and rights in the UK
are never single cataclysmic blows, but nearly always the result
of long attrition waged by those with one purpose in mind - con-
trol and exercise of authority and power for their own ends.
Michael Howard's proposals over the abolition of the right to jury
trial came from an expected source. That they have been taken
up byJack Straw and Labour cannot disguise their anti-democ-
ratic and authoritarian nature.

Previous attâcks on the jury have come in many forms. The
Roskill Commission claimed that juries were not qualified to deal
with complicated financial questions and required specialist tri-
bunals. Lord Rawlinson, Sir Frede¡ick Lawton and Lord
Hailsham thought a property - owning qualification was necessary
to preserve a better class of jury. Other members of the higher judi-
ciary have considered that juries might be susceptible to nobbling
and so heavy crime should be removed from their consideration.

The shared hidden agenda is not cost, nor efficienc¡ although
those are the ideas meant for public consurnption. What matters
more is the ove¡whelming belief that ordinary people, given the
chance, acquit too many of those on trial. Historicall¡ juries have

with customary international
law on international crimes.
The history of the international
crimes of torture, genocide and
crimes against humanity was
traced from the end of the First
'\ùlorld'!lar, and the decision of
the tripartite Commission on
Responsibility of the Authors of
'War that Kaiser should be
extradited, through the Second'llorldlüØar, the Nuremberg
Charter i¡ 1,945 and the adop-
tion by the UN of the Nurem-
berg Principles, the Genocide
Convention of 194 8, the
Geneva Conventions of 1.949,
to the Torture Convention of
1984 and on to the Interna-
tional Law Commission Draft
Code of Crimes t996 and the >
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1998 Statute of the Interna-
tional Criminal Court.

Tortule
The argument accepted by the
majority in the first hearing was
that in the light of the unequiv-
ocal denunciation of torture and
its characterisation as a crime of
universal j urisdiction, torture
could never be part of the func-
tions of a head of state and so,
once the personal immunity that
goes with the job was lost by
stepping down, the residual
functional immunity went. (See

Sociølist Lawyer No. 30'l7inter
1999, 'No hiding place'.) In the
Divisional Court and at the first
hearing there had been a fairly
weak attempt to argue that
Pinochet had not been head of
state until a decree of 1,974;
prior to that, the Crown Prose-
cution Service asserted, he had
been the head of the ruling junta
but not president.

That argument had been
rejected: a Hansard was
produced by Pinochet's team to
show that the British govern-
ment had recognised Pinochet's
government on 22 September,
and affidavits from two former
Chilean ambassadors asserted
that Pinochet was head of state
from the coup of 11 September.
For the second hearing, the
government of Chile, as inter-
venor, adopted that assertion.
So, on the first day of the second
hearing, the CPS, apparently
doubting that the immunity
argument would be accepted by
the second panel, tried to get
round the immunity argument
in a different way - by extend-
ing backwards the crimes of
which Pinochet was accused.

The direction of the second
hearing was determined by that
decision. In response to a
request for further particulars,
the Spanish authorities had sent
more material to the CPS sening
out details of agreements and
choate offences committed
before the coup.

There was an
a number of

allegation that
sailors were

tortured in a naval base under
the authority of Pinochet during
the period that the coup wâs

being plotted, and conspiracies
in that pre-coup period to
commit tortures and murders in
the course of gaining and secur-
ing power were described. In the
interests of finalit¡ the Lords
agreed after argument to look at
the new material. It was clear
that there could be no question
of immunity for many of these
crimes (although Pinochet's
team tried to argue that head-of-
state immunity can extend back-
wards to cover prior illegal acts).

A total of at least three days
of the hearing were taken up in
debating these new allegations:
whether there was an offence in
Spanish law corresponding to
conspiracy in English law;
whether it mattered; whether
the Spanish request contained
accusations (so as to found
extradition charges) or merely a
narrative (which would not be
enough for extradition). But the
argument which caught the
Lords'attention was on retroac-
tivity: torture was not made a
crime in the UK until 1988, and
the CPS was trying to extrâdite
on crimes of torture committed
15 years before.

In the Divisional Court the
argument had been briefly
addressed and rejected. Lord
Bingham had referred to the
wording of section 2 of the
Extradition Act 1989 which
defined an extrâdition crime as
conduct in a foreign state which

'if it occurred in the UK, would
constitute an offence punishable
with imprisonment .. and
which, however described in the
law of the foreign state, is so
punishable under that law'. The
language of the section is
present tense. It was obvious, he
concluded, that the double
criminality rule (that the
conduct must be criminal both
here and in the requesting state)
required that the conduct be
unlawful at the date of the
request; not necessarily at the
date of its commission.

This position was accepted
by the other members of the
Divisional Court and was not
contested at the first Lords'
hearing. But the CPS's back-
ward extension of the crimes for
which extradition was sought so
as to escâpe the immunity block
forced Pinochet's team to
address the temporal dimension
of double criminality seriously
for the first time. And having
addressed it, as Lord Saville of
Newdigate pointed out to a
grateful Clive Nicholls during
the hearing, once raised, the
point could not be confined to
the period before Pinochet
became head of state. It poten-
tially affected all but one or two
of the charges. As the retoac-
tivity/double criminality argu-
ment developed, the argument
took on a surreal asPect.

It was strânge enough

hearing Pinochet's lawyers stand
up and say without flinching
that torture, as something
performed by a State's military
and paramilitary forces, is a

function of the State par excel-
lence. B:ut they excelled them-
selves in arguing that it was
unfair to extradite Pinochet for
crimes which weren't crimes
under UK law when he commit-
ted them, because extra-territo-
rial torture didn't become a
crime in the UK until 1988.

'It is simply unsupportable,'
Clare Montgomery QC said,
'that Senator Pinochet would
not be guilty of an offence of
torture here because it all
happened before the Totture
Act (sic) came into force and
that was specifically not to be
retrospective, but he could still
be extradited.' The argument
prevailed. \ù7hile accepting by a
6-1 majoriry thât torture was an
international crime which was
incompatible with the survival
of functional (as opposed to
personal) immunit¡ the Lords
swallowed Pinochet's argument
on double criminality.

They accepted that present-
tense language did not mean
what it said and that pre-1988
torture in Chile was not an extra-
dition crime because 'conduct, if

it occurred in the UK' meant
'torture in Chile in L973'.

They were persuaded into
this extraordinary departure
from the normal rules of statu-
tory construction by what, on
the face of it, seems a fallacious
argument that the 1,989 Act was
a consolidating Act built on the
1870 Extradition Act, which
expressly stated the double
criminality rule in pâst-tense
terms (the conduct had to be an
offence under UK law at the
date of its commission, not ât
the date of request).

The careful exposition by
Alun Jones QC in repl¡ taking
the court through the different
schemes with their different
tests, the authoritative quota-
tions from writers and legisla-
tors in other jurisdictions, even
the citation of UK authority
(though admittedly only at Divi-
sional Court level) supporting
the present-tense test - all came
too late. The Lords had seen the
way out of the intractable
problem of Pinochet, and were
all too eager to take it.

The impression gained by
observers at the hearing was
that the Lords did not want to
align themselves with an
anachronistic doctrine inimical
to the development of interna-

tional human rights law by
upholding Pinochet's immunity
as a former head of state.

They also wanted to uphold
the authority of the Lords itself
by not repudiating the judgment
of the previous panel (which
would have brought the status
of the House of Lords as possi-
bly the world's most senior
common-law court into èven
worse disrepute). But equall¡
they did not want to be accused
of continuing what fellow peers
and senior conservatives were
describing as a witch-hunt, and
perhaps they did not want to be
associated with the relatives of
the disappeared across the
green; whatever it was, they
gave the impression of seeking a
way of rowing Pinochet hirnself
out. The impression of grate-
fully seizing an opportunity was
reinforced by the cursory way
the argument was dealt with.

Of the seven law lords, only
Browne-rù(/ilkinson reasoned his
preference for the Pinochet
team's interpretation of the
Extradition Act provisions - and
in his judgment there is no trâce
of Alun Jones' submissions, the
case law or texts he cited. Nor
is there any trâce of the different
parentage and different legal
requirements in the different
extradition schemes embraced
in the 1989 Act. His conclusion,
with which the others agreed,
was that the conduct founding
an extradition crime must have
been an offence in the UK at the
time of its commission, and an
extra-territorial offence must
have been extra-territorial at the
date of commission.

Thus, even if torture could
have been charged as grievous
bodily harm in 1973, torture in
Chile could not have been
charged in the UK at all and so
is not an 'extradition crime'
under the 1989 Act. Of the five
law Lords who agreed with
Browne-Wilkinson on the test
for double criminality, Lord
Hope analysed the charges to
indicate what survived this
interpretation, but he based his
analysis on Browne-'Wilkinson's
reasoning. None of the others
gave any reasons of their own

fhe

for agreeing.
Only Lord Millett dissented.

His reasoning was that the
English courts have and always
have had extraterritorial crimi-
nal jurisdiction in respect of
crimes of universal jurisdiction
(which include torture) under
customary international law.
'The systematic use of torture
on a large scale and as an
instrument of state policy had
joined piracg war crimes and
crimes against peace as an inter-
national crime of universal juris-
diction ... by 1.973.' Because
torture had been taken as the
'paradigm offence' for the
purposes of the argument,
Browne-\ùíilkinson also brushed
aside the arguments advanced
by the CPS as to why the mass
murders alleged against

Pinochet should be considered
as 'crimes against humanity'
and lose immunity on the same
basis as torture.

He ruled that 'no one has
advanced âny reason why the
ordinary rules of immunity
should not apply'. Hope, too, in
dismissing the murder and
conspiracy to murder charges,
failed to look at them as crimes
against humanit¡ of universal
jurisdiction and therefore extra-
territorial.

Perhaps this is carping. After
all, on the main issue, that
tofture as state policy cannot
attract functional iminunit¡
upholding the previous Lords
decision by an improved, 6-7
majority makes for a strong and
important decision for use in the
future. I
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by Frances Webber

Senior police officers were revealed as corrupt
themselvesfor"someone higher than the deputy

from the European Union and Canada who maintained a pres-
ence throughout the five months of the trial.

Anwar was arrested last September after leading a massive
demonstration in protest against his sacking by prime minister
Mahathir Mohameð, He was beaten by the country's most

senior policeman (who later resigned and finally admitted the
assault), and held under the notorious lnternal Security Act,
which allows prolonged incommunicado detention and intern-
ment without trial for two-year periods. After a week he was
charged, not with causing riots (as announced the day after the
arrest) but with five counts of sodomy and five of corrupt abuse
of power. The corruption alleged in four counts was using his
office to direct police to obtain retractions of witness statements
which complained of sodomy and sexual misconduct, so as to
avoid criminal prosecution. (Consensual homosexual sex in pri-
vate carr¡es a 2O-year sentence in Malaysia.)

State interference
The interference with the judicial process began immediately,
with the prime minister setting out his agenda within days of
the arrest: 'l actually interviewed the people who were
sodomised, the women whom he had sex with .. I'm not inter-
ested in lcorruptionj. I can't accept a sodomist as leader of
this country.' ln fact it had started even earlier; the groundwork
had been laid during the summer, by the arrest, detention and
torture of a number of Anwar's associates, two of whom pleaded
guilty the day before his arrest to having sex with him. A police
affidavit containing fabricated salacious details of Anwar's sex-
ual misdeeds had been leaked to the Mahathir-controlled press
even earlier, with the express approval of a High Court judge.

To avoid accusations of corruption, Malaysia has a transpar-
ent system for allocating judges to trials, whereby the sitting judge
in the relevant division hears the case. The decision was taken
to split the charges into three tr¡als and deal with the four corruÞ
tion charges first. The cases were to be heard in the Criminal
Division of the High Court, whose senior sitting judge was very
experienced, very independent-minded and available. He was not
allocated; instead a recent appointee, Augustine Paul, was
selected to decide the case on which Malaysia's future depended.
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Prepafed to perjure
pr¡me minister"

(There have been no juries in criminal trials since the 1980s.)
His first act was to deny bail, although the charges no longei mer-
ited ISA detention.

Anwar's lawyers, a nine-person team who worked pro bono,
appealed to the Court of Appeal, who said they had no jurisdic-
tion and that anyway, if Anwar was free the public order problems
caused by the daily aftercourt protests would þe exacerbated so
there were good grounds for his continuing detention. (ln a pow-
erful and prophetic dissent, Judge Chan warned, 'What is there
to discourage a renegade judge from exercis¡ng his discretion in
opposition to established principles of law?')

The charges change
The sodomy and sexual misconduct were crucial ingredients of
the corruption charges as drafted. By the end of the prosecu-
tion case, however, the sexual allegations lay in tatters.
Witnesses retracted their allegations or simply denied them. The
infamous semen-stained mattress seized from a downtown
Kuala Lumpur apartment rebounded on the prosecution; their
DNA evidence was exposed as inadequate to prove any sexual
activity. Senior police officers had emerged from questioning
revealed as brutal, corrupt and prepared to perjure themselves
for 'someone higher than the deputy prime minister'. Seeing
the evidence of sexual misdeeds melt away, the prosecut¡on -

led by the Attorney-General - applied to amend the charges so
that proof of sexual misconduct was unnecessary. The judge
allowed the amendments. The charges as amended alleged that
Anwar had abused his position by getting police to obtain retrac-

The effect of the rulings was that Anwar was unable to rebut )
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) tne sexual allegations: they were now 'irrelevant'. He was
unable, too, to present evidence of conspiracy to fabricate the
allegations in order to destroy him politically: that too was 'irrel-
evant'. lndeed most of the evidence his lawyers sought to
adduce was ruled 'irrelevant' - so much so that protesters out-
side the court dubbed the judge 'irrelevant'.

They were right, of course: the judge was irrelevant. He was
Mahathir's poodle. Such was his zeal to curb the irrelevant that
when lawyer Zainur Zakaria tried to present a statutory declara-
tion from Dr Munawar Meese, one of those arrested and tor-
tured to 'confess' to a homosexual affair with Anwar, he sen-
tenced him to three months' imprisonment for contempt of
court, for making 'scandalous allegations' against the police.

Only a lunchtime dash to the Court of Appeal prevented
Zakaria's immediate incarceration; a stay was granted pending
an appeal against the sentence, which is still pending.

And when, at the end of the defence case, the defence team
refused to make final submissions after their application for
the judge to be disqualified for partiality had been 'lost' in the
court registry, the judge ruled the whole team in contempt.

Throughout the trial, the Attorney-General, one of those con-
spiring, according to Anwar, to destroy him, sat in the prosecution
benches, curbing the few timid attempts by the judge to assert
some independence. Thus, when the judge seemed minded to
rule in favour of the defence on an application for disclosure of
documents held by the prosecution, saying the argument based
on equality of arms was attractive, it took only a few well-chosen
words from the A-G to make him change his mínd.

The judge ruled inadmissible evidence of Mahathir's personal
involvement in decisions about whether charges should be
brought or continued against senior politicians and banned the

media from reporting it. He ruled irrelevant Anwar's ADC's evi-
dence that he was summoned to the attorney-general's chambers
at the beginning of the trial and told what to say: 'lf he was forced
to make a statement, what's the relevance?' When the defence
sought to adduce reported conversations, they were inadmissible
hearsay, although when the prosecution had sought to adduce
them they were not.

As Anwar commented on 14 April, 'this trial has influenced per-

ception regarding our judiciary, not just among Malaysians, but
the international community as well. lt has opened the people's
eyes.'

The trial was only the latest manifestation of contempt for
the legal system by Mahathir and his associates. ln 1988 the
prime minister's attacks on const¡tutional safeguards led to criti-
cism from the higher judiciary; for his 'interference in politics'
their Lord President Tun Salleh Abas was sacked and replaced
by the man who sacked him, Chief Justice Tan Hamid Omar.

Since then the law has increasingly been used to silence crit-
ics. ln 1996, lrene Fernandez, director of a women's and
migrants' rights group, Tenaganita, was charged with 'publishing
false news' after submitting a report to lVlahathir on the abuse
and ill-treatment of lndonesian migrant workers in immigration
detention camps.

ln 1998 a sentence of 18 months' imprisonment was upheld
on opposition lVlP Lim Guan Eng for sedition and printing false
news. He had accused the government of covering up the rape by
a minister of a 15-year-old girl.

Anwar's case will now go to appeal. The outrage his convic-
tion has caused internationally might persuade the Court of
Appeal that this particular miscarriage of justice is one which
Malaysia and its judicial system simply can't afford. I
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The government has proposed
to change the law to enable the
detention of more than 2,000
people deemed to contribute a
"very high" risk to the public
even if they have comm¡tted no
crime, Margaret Pedler
ùeao of Legãl and eoicy 

'

Development at Mind looks at
the implications of this drastic
measure
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Disorder:
round fo

etention?
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[he Department of Health and ointly in
I .lulv a consultion paper deta plans to
I intiodu.. 

" 
p..u.niiuË detenti 'severely

personality disordered individuals who pose a high risk to others
regardless of whether they have committed any criminal offence or
any efective treâtment is available to them.

The proposals
The proposals envisage new legal powers of indeterminate but review-
able detention of this group. d either by amend-
ing the existing frameworks health law or by a
new legal framework allowi ivil courts to order
detention in specialist facilities.

In a parliamentary statement on this issue in February (1512199) the
Home Secretary stated that there wili be a "robust system of checks and
balances covering both legal and clinical issues" including regular quasi-
judicial reviews of the justification for conrinued detention. Those
detained will benefit from "a range of specialist programmes and a
new approach to managing detention".

The proposals share some common features with the reviewable sen-
tences for personality disordered offenders recommended by the Fallon
Inquiry in their recent report on Ashworth Hospital. They go beyond
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) that recommendation however in their controversial application to non-
offenders.

The perceived prcblenr
The Government allege that the group targeted by the proposed powers
âre not satisfactorily dealt with at present by either the criminal law or
the Mental Health Act. Under criminal law people have to be released
at the end of a determinate sentence even if they are still thought to pose
a high risk and may even be making clear their criminal intentions.
Under mental health law the limitation arises from the requirement that
those diagnosed as suffering from psychopathic disorder can only be
lawfully detained if "treatment is likely to alleviate or prevent a deterio-
ration of" the condition.

Mind'sview
Mind has some sympathy with the view that there is a very small num-
ber of people who present such a grave risk to the safety of others that
it may be justifiable to detain them indefinitely if necessary subject to
tight definition and rigorous safeguards..We believe however thar, in the
exercise of this power, the emphasis should be on risk not diagnosis
especially given the major difficulties over the particular diagnosis of
personality disorder as set out below.

'We are also concerned that focussing on diagnosis will stigmatise the
large numbers of people with that broad diagnosis most of whom pre-
sent no risk to anyone. On the day of the publication of the consultation
paper Mind's advice line was flooded with calls from people either cur-
rently or previously diagnosed as having a personality disorder who
feared that they were about to be locked up for life.

níe also believe that people with a diagnosis of personalþ disorder
âre not served well by the existing system. The label can be used to write
off people who are perceived as difficult and used as ân excuse for deny-
ing access to support or services especially at the community level.
'!ühere people are dealt with through the criminal justice system it seems
to be a lottery whether they end up in prison where suitable help is vir-
tually non-existent or in a secure hospital.

An unsound diagnosis?
Personality disorde4 is one of the most controversial psychiatric diag-
noses. Psychiatric manuals identify a number of categories of personalþ
disorder which cover a wide range of attitudes and behaviow from ruth-
less exploitativeness to fear of other people and social withdrawal. The
American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSMIV) distinguishes ten personality disorders includ-
ing paranoid, schizoid, borderline, histrionic, obsessive-compulsive and
antisocial personality disorder (APD). About 10 per cent of the general
population is thought to have a personalþ disorder.(l ) This rises to75Y"
of those on remand and 66Y" of sentenced male prisoners. (2)

Clearly therefore personality disorder alone is not a sufficient basis
on which to found a system of preventive detention.

It is APD (also referred to as psychopathy - this is the term used in
the Mental Health Act 1983) which is most closely linked with adult
criminal behaviour and seems likely to be the main target of the gov-
ernment's proposals.

Wrose deñnition?
But there are also problems over this definition. The diagnostic criteria
in DSMIV are "a pervasive pattern of disregard for and violation of
the rights of others occurring since the age of 15 yeârs", as indicated
by three or more of failure to conform to social norms, deceitfulness,
impulsivit¡ irritability and aggressiveness, reckless disregard for safety,
consistent irresponsibility and lack of remorse. Many of these are char-
acteristics found in many members of the population and assessment
of them is hardly value-free.

There are also problems of circularity in the definition. A person is
labelled as having APD because they engage in violent behaviour and
the reason they engage in violent behaviour is because they have APD.
There seems to be a risk that the definition will be stretched to include
whoever the Government or public opinion thinks at any pârticular
point in time ought to be preventively detained. It is interesting rhat in
his February statement the Home Secretary claimed that those with a
propensity to commit the most serious sexual and violent acts "are
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plainly suffering from what the public would understand as the most
serious personaliry disorder".

The Mental Health Act already leaves undefined the concept of men-
tal illness and the courts have held that the term should be interpreted
in the way that "ordinary sensible people" would interpret it (3). This
has subsequently been described as "the-man-must-be-mad test" (4). It
seems that this is now to be joined by the "person-must-be-personality-
disordered test"! If the diagnosis is merely to be stretched to cover any
dangerous person it seems necessary to detain, what does the reference to
"severe personality disorder" add in real terms? If it is a real test then will
there not be people who present just as serious risk to the public who will
remain at large?

R¡sk not diagrrcsis
One of the issues in the debate over the convicted paedophiles Robert
Oliver and Sidney Cooke was whether they did have any form of men-
tal disorder. But at the end of the day these arguments miss the point. The
reason the Government want to be able to detain such people is not
because of their diagnosis but because of the risk they present. So why
not make this the sole criterion for the powers with the legislation
spelling out the factors which would have to be taken into account in any
risk assessment. This may include factors which form part of the diag-
nostic criteria for A?D but such a diagrrosis would not itself be either suf-
ficient or necessâry. It may also include offending behaviour.

There is some suspicion that the reason for including the criterion of
"severe personality disorder" is because of the need, in the case of non-
offenders, to make the legislation comply with the European
Convention. Article 5, which is concerned with the right to liberry would
appear to rule out a general system of preventive detention of non-
offenders based on risk assessment. It does however allow detention
under certain conditions of "persons of unsound mind, alcoholics, drug
addicts or vagrants". Is personality disorder included to try and bring the
power within the "unsound mind " category? But if in fact other peo-
ple outside this category present as great if not a greater risk is this not
just discrimination against people with a mental health diagnosis - dis-
crimination which other arms of government have pledged to remove.

An untreataËþ condition?
One of the key themes in the debate on this issue has been whether or
not personality disorder is treatable. Mind does not accept that such a
diagnosis does confer untreatability. In our view there are psychological
interventions which can benefit some people although treatment is
likely to be long-term and expensive. The label should not be used as a
means of writing people off - there should be rights to assessment, treat-
ment and support from an early stage. 'Where 

a person is detained under
the proposed powers they should be entitled to the best available assis-
tance to enable them to return to the community. This requires ways
to engage people and to develop the skills they need to curb their anti-
social behaviour.

The wider mental health agenda
The proposals on personality disorder are only one of several initia-
tives being pursued by the Government in the field of mental health.
They are also committed to a "root and branch" review of the Mental
Health Act and have set up a working party chaired by Professor

proposal. A briefing on this issue is available on request from Mind
together with details of Mind's overall submission to the Government's
working party (5).

Footnotes:
l. Fallon R Blugrass R, Edwards B,
Daniels G, (1999) Report of the
Committee of lnquiry into the
Personality Disorder Unit, Ashworth
Special Hospital, Volume t page 374
(The Stationery Offìce).
2. Singleton N, Meltzer H, Gatward R,
with Coid J, and Deasy D, (1998)

Psych¡atric morbidity among
prisoners, Office of National $tatistics
(The Stationery Office)
3. W v L t19741 QB 7tI,7t9 C.A.
4. Hoggett B, (l-996) Mental Heatth
Law page 32
5. Please write to lvlargaret Pedlar at
Mind, 1519, Broadway, Stratford,
London E15 4BQ.
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of the individual against authority. The
decision in Chahal upholding the rights of
a refugee st an
intransìgen land-
mark and, after
gruelling struggles. but once achieved
(though never entrenched in law) even the
most diehard Conservatives respected it
until the 1980s. Our judges, whom Profes-
sor Griffiths so rightly rates as being polit-
ical appointees will have to take noìe of
international jurisprudence.

Aìl legislation
to be interpreted
in the past used
literal interpretat
intention of laws: now they will have to
accept the spirit and intention of the
Convention if they are not to be overruled
by Strasbourg.

As Parliament is so consistently the crea-
ture of the executive, tied to vested inter-
ests, we must sometimes look to the
judiciary to preserve our liberties. With a

Labour Government so far removed from
Socialism, we are unlikely to get significant
progress in establishing our rights through
Parliament, which has in recent years
deprived refugees of the right to social secu-
rit¡ taken away the right of silence and the
right to free university education, to name
but a few. The increasing use of iudicial
review has shown the value of using the
Courts to challenge an overwhelming exec-
utive. The creation of an international
criminal court and the House of Lords'
judgment in the Pinochet case have shown
how law can be used to advance human
rights while a progressive interpretation of
human rights.

The next step will be to incorporate the
International Covenant on Civil and Polit-
ical Rights and other treaties - and then to
give judicial effect to the International
Covenant on Economic and Social Rights
which certainly does more for the poor and
deprived. Already groups of NGOs led by
Oxfam have taken the British Government
to talk before the UN Social and Economic
Council for its failure to provide adequate
standards of health, education and
housing, and this policy of "naming and
shaming" states before international
tribunals is having a salutary effect. If we
believe in rights, then we have to have a
tribunal to enforce them.

Although the incorporation of the Euro-
pean Convention into British law is still
only partial, significant clauses such as

u¡ imaginative and forthright way. rJfe

must press for these Articles to be incorpo-
rated' for ¡ Human Rights Cornrnission to
make the Act effective and use it to insist
on our rights. Otherwise, we shall get
nothir-rg from this Government - or ary
goverl-ìrnent in the foreseeable future. I

'A woman can sleep with every passenger on

a bus but retuse to sleep with the driver. lf he

forces her it is rape.' As a statement of the
law this is correct but it is wrong to use the
quote, as do Women Against Raæ (WAR), to
argue that previous sexual h¡story evidence
should never be allowed in rape trials (Social-

ist Lawyer No. 30 Winter 1999 p31).
Jurors in rape trials are sometimes

confronted with the very difficult task of decid
ing either whether the woman consented to
sex or whether the man believed that she
had. ln the example cited above, the jury
might find either that the woman consented to
sex or that the driver believed that she had if
the jury knew as the driver did, that she had
recently slept with all the passengers on the
bus. There are times when previous sexual
history can assist a jury to reach the right
verdict.

The call by WAR to exclude previous sexual
history evidence has been adopted partially
by the Government. The Youth Justice and
Criminal Evidence Bill proposes to exclude

Oininal Utigation - Frrct Steps to
Sr¡ruival
by Anthony Metzer and Julian Weinberg
Legal Action Group Books, 318 pages
ISBN 0-905099 -83 -4, t22
For those making their first appearances as
advocates in the lVagistrates' Courts it can
feel as if they themselves are on trial. lVagis-
trates' Courts in comparison to many others
are fast moving places. For the novice there
are a number of practical issues to deal with
in negotiating a way through the thicket of
procedural points that need to followed. As
the criminal courts of first, and often in reality
of last, instance the Magistrates' Courts are
much more important than their lowly status
in the Court System might suggest. Any crim-
inal practitioner embarking on a career as an
advocate needs to be equipped with a knowl-
edge of the lvlagistrates Court procedure
before they make her first appearance if she
is to represent her client effectively.

Anthony Metzer and Julian Weinberg have
produced a book for the Legal Action Group
that attempts to provide useful tips for those
working for a firm of solicitors and for pupil
barristers. lt has good chapters on legal aid,
bail, mode of trial proceedings, committal
hearings and how to prepare a brief among
others. lt also deals with some Crown Court
procedural points and w¡th sentencing. The
book is written in a very reassuring styte. tt
is well set out and proceeds to explain what
needs to be done in a plain and clear

such evidence that relates to an incident
more than 24 hours before the alleged rape.
The artitrariness of this particular reform is
striking: a relevant incident of previous sexual
history cannot cease to be relevant if it
happened one minute and 24 hours before
an alleged rape.

A rape trial is invariably a traumatic occa
sion for a woman who has been raped. The
trauma is undoubtedly made worse for the
30% of complainants who may be subjected
to previous sexual history evidence (statistic
cited in New Law JournalLS/t/99 pul4). But
unless and until the jury has given a guilty
verdict, the defendant has a right to be
treated as innocent. A reform that assumes
the defendant is a rapist and the complainant
a victim is a reform that undermines the
whole basis of criminal proceedings. Nobody
who is concerned to prevent miscarriages of
justice could support a reform that fetters a
court's ability to enquire objectively into the
facts.
O Jon Holbrook

manner. lts great strength is that it renders
the court system familiar and makes it possi-
ble to have some small degree of confidence
before starting out.

It is perhaps unfair to criticise a book
subtitled 'First Steps to Survival' for not
being fully comprehensive in the depth of its
coverage. However it must be said that this
book will not be enough on its own. lt is best
used as a complementary volume for other
works. Aside from the practitioner volumes
such as Archbold and Blackstone's, there
are other books which are useful. Anthony
and Berryman's Magistrates Court Guide
sets out offences and sentenc¡ng guidelines
well. I think it's very useful and like Anthony
Metzer and Julian Weinberg's book is a slim
volume to carry around. I also happen to
think that the /nns of Court School of Law
Criminal Litigation and Sentencing Manualis
very good. As well as being used on the Bar
Vocational Course around the country, it can
be purchased at most legal bookshops.

ln truth, all these books are essentially
complementary. 'First Steps to Survival'
humanises the criminal litigation procedure
in a way that others do not. lt is a very
sympathetic guide. However, any criminal
advocate will read it with profit once and refer
to it rarely thereafter. lt is not something to
rely on in court. lt does not pretend to be.
What it does do it does well and on this basis
it deserves some attention.
O Adrian Berry
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Booåreview
he Rule of Law and personal
freedoms in Britain have
always been taken for granted
in the struggles between the
individual, the working class
and popular organisations

such as trade unions on the one hand and
the government and the establishment on
the other hand.

Magna Carta, the Bill of Rights and the
various Reform Acts represented signifi-
cant advances for the former against
constânt encroachment by the establish-
ment. Magna Carta, contrary to what
Professor Griffiths suggests, contained only
general propositions and the Bill of Rights
was not much better.

Nevertheless, individual freedoms and
the Rule of Law were respected with a

degree of sanctity by 'gentlemen' who
constituted the powers that beat the
various stages of our history. The freedoms
were very limited by modern standards, of
course, but rights like Habeas Corpus were
great advances and were jealously guarded.
Men like Sir Thomas More were prepared
to go to the scaffold for their beliefs and

John Hampden challenged the King's Writ
rather than pay Ship Money not voted by
Parliament. More recently the right to
strike was won after gruelling struggles,
but once achieved (though never
entrenched in law) even the most diehard
Conservatives respected it until the 1980s.

All this changed when the Thatcher

government câme to power and drove a

coach and horses through the 'gentleman's
âgreement' that hitherto existed. The right
to strike was curtailed drastically; the right
to roâm on private property was restricted
and (under Major) the right to silence in
the courts was abolished. These cardinal
principles of freedoms in the 20th century
were set aside by obedient sheep at !7est-
minster on the command of the Almighty
Lady!

lü/hen the European Convention on
Human Rights and Fundamental Free-
doms was first discussed by the Cabinet in
the 1950s, the attitude was partly that it
would never work, but rnore significantly
that'we respect freedom better than any
other country in the world'. This may have
been t¡ue in the first half of the 20th
century when Habeas Corpus meant what
it said - even if social and economic rights

were almost unknown. However, with
increasingly sophisticated government
interference, the disappearance of Habeas
Corpus to all practical effect and other
encroachments of government polic¡ our
civil and political liberties have been seri-
ously eroded.

The European Convention dates from
1950 (drafted in the 1940s) and is there-
fore very basic and rudimentary, and
certainly does not cover of all the needs of
the2lst century (the International
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights
and Social, Economic and Cultural Rights
are better, and some of the more recent
treaties are much better), but at least it is a
start. It brings a measure of international
impartiality to our very insular judiciary.
True, the Court in Strasbourg is not always
as progressive as it might be and there are
exceptions to most of the articles which a
weak court can always use to justify not
finding a breach of the Convention, but
some significant victories have been won
against intransigent British governments
and judges.

Certainly, to interpret it fairly will
require significant re-trâining of many of
our judges, but this is already in progress
and this re-trair.ring of itself must be of
benefit to us all.

If the Spycatcher case was not decided
on the right grounds, at least it liberated
the book, while the decision in the Gibral-
tar killings câse was a landmark in the fight
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